This paper illustrates the application of a "Sinc-Galerkin" method to the approximate solution of linear and nonlinear second order ordinary differential 
Introduction and Summary. The function sinc(x) is defined on the real line
whenever this series converges. The approximation of/using a finite number of terms of (1.2) has been extensively studied. The paper [8] contains a review of the properties of C(f, h, x), which were discovered by E. T. Whittaker [16] , J. M. Whittaker [17] , Hartly [5] , Nyquist [9] and Shannon [12] . In [13] new approximations are derived by means of Cif, h, x), for interpolating, integrating and approximating the Fourier (over (-°°,°°) only) and Hubert transforms over (-°°, °°), (0, °°) and (-1,1). In [7] the function C(f, h, x) is used to obtain formulas for approximating the derivatives of functions over (-<», °°), (0, °°) and (-1, 1).
In the present paper we use the results of [13] for solving second order 
where g = g(xk), etc. These explicit expressions make "collocation" and "Galerkin" synonymous for this method. The choice h = (nd/aN)V2 and g(x) = 1/0'(x) yields 0(Nl/'e-^'ndaN'> 2) accuracy for each of the approximations in (1.15).
Using (1.15) in (1.11), we obtain a linear system of equations for 2/V + 1 numbers fk. The dominant matrix of the system is [&k2?] (see Eq. (2.47)). Contrary to the case of finite difference or finite element methods, which lead to sparse matrices, the matrix [&kj] is a well-conditioned full symmetric negative definite matrix, with condition number less than (N + I)2.
The resulting approximation fN in (1.9) satisfies
or all x G V. While 77-point finite difference or finite element methods converge at the rate 0(n~p), where Pis usually 0 or 1, the rate of convergence (1.16) cannot be improved [15] . That is, there is no basis {\p[N)}k=^N such that1 <l>N(x) = 2k=-_Nck\p(N\x) converges to /faster than the rate ( We could then use the above procedure to solve problems having regular singular points at 0 and 1, such as
or singular perturbation problems, such as
For the problem (1.18) and (1.19) the condition (1.8) reduces to |/(x)| < Cxa(l -x)a on (0, 1). If e is small in (1.19), then it may be necessary to take a small in order to satisfy this condition, resulting in a larger error (see (1.16)).
Nonlinear equations can similarly be handled. For example, a term such as
and the third of (1.15) may now be used to replace f'k by a linear combination of
We mention that classical finite difference methods or finite element methods are based on achieving (locally or globally) exactness for polynomials of certain degree. Such a method can never converge faster than 0(n~ ) in the presence of singularities. The basis functions of the present method are not polynomials; rather, they are entire functions composed with conformai maps.
In Section 2 of the paper we derive the approximation formulas (1.15), along with error bounds, we give a brief description of the matrices [djp] and [SJ2^] ; and we give explicit derivations of (1.15) for the special intervals (0, 1), (-1, 1), (0, °°) and (-°°, °°). In Section 3 we illustrate the application of the previously derived formulas to the approximate solution of the simple "model" problems/" = -2,f" =/-/3/x2, ut = uxx and uxx + u = 1, with appropriate boundary conditions. Typically, a matrix of order 33 yields 4-5 decimal accuracy in all of these cases. In Section 4 we i/2
carry out an error analysis, proving the 0(e~cn ) rate of convergence referred to above.
The approximate methods of [7] , [13] have previously been effectively applied to the approximate solution of integral equations via Galerkin-type methods in [2] , [10] , [11] . In [6] an effective Galerkin-type method is derived in [13] to obtain an approximate solution to the problem /" = f-f3/x2, /(0) = /(°°) = 0 via the minimization of a certain nonlinear functional. In all of these cases the error of an approximate solution converges at the optimal rate, Oie~cn ).
2. Preliminaries and Fundamentals. In this section we shall recall some known properties [8] and derive some new properties of Whittaker's cardinal function, which we shall require in this paper. Theorem 2.5 [13] . Let h and d be positive, let f E B(V'd), and let eif) be defined by and let g be a function which is analytic in V, which plays the role of a weight function in the inner products, and whose properties we shall determine in the sequel. Finally, we set (2.23)
The following result was established in [7] . for all x EV, and for n -0,1, ... ,m. Theorem 2.8 [13] . If fE B(V), then the identity2
The results of this theorem may be conveniently combined with those of the formulas obtained above, to yield explicit approximate expressions for inner products. The results of the following lemma are useful for bounding the error of these approximate expressions.
Lemma 2.9. //|Im z| = d > 0 a77d if k is an integer, then
Proof. We shall only prove (2.31), since the proofs of the remaining cases are similar, and we omit them. We have
Here and henceforth j^f(z)dz is defined by lim inf^gp ccçJcf(z)dz, for any feB(P). rg<t>'fEB(V). Then 
Proof. We shall only prove the (b)-part of Theorem 2.9, since the proofs of the (a)-and (c)-parts are similar.
We find, upon integration by parts, that
The first term on the right-hand side vanishes, by assumption of the (b)-part of the theorem, while by expansion of the second part of (2.37), we have
Hence by replacing/in (2.29) by the integrand on the right-hand side of (2. 
which is just (2.35). Hence, (^f) (x) = r"<*>' (2(,y)' + **"/*'X*) = >'(*)> (rg<fi')(x) = r(x).
The approximating equations again take the form (2.48).
If / does not vanish at ± °°, we replace / by F, where
and where 0 < c < nli2d). In order to get zero boundary conditions, we set
This yields the problem Ívxx -vt = (n2 -4)sin(7rx)e-4f, 0 < x < 1, r > 0,
We solve this by taking our approximating basis functions to be In the notation of the previous sections, we take 0(z) = log[z/(l -z)], and we take the domain of analyticity to be V = {z : |arg[z/(l -z)] | < d}. We shall assume that (4.1) has a (locally) unique solution u0 which is analytic and bounded in V and which satisfies the inequality We shall also assume that the solution of the Fréchet derivative problem Moreover, we shall assume that if ||í7 -«0|| < e, then (4.10) nu-7a«(0)}ii<c5.
Let us assume that we have found an approximate solution
by the method of the previous sections, and let us set 
